HEALS Seminar: Insights from Healthcare Social Workers on Issues in Healthcare
Thursday, November 5; 12pm to 12:50pm, Room 2015
Panelists: Mary Lou Bedient, LCSW; Bevin Page, BSW; Kimberly Harden, LCSW; Brynn Howard, LCSW
HEALS mentors will report on updates and insights on SW in healthcare from SSWLHC (Society for Social Work Leadership in Health Care) conference.

HEALS Seminar: Insights from HEALS Scholars on Issues in Healthcare
Thursday, December 3; 12pm to 12:50pm, Room 2015
Panelists: MSW students: Erin Hageman and Liz Flanders; and BSW students Jennifer Terry and Caroline Quintanilla
HEALS scholars will report on updates and insights on SW in healthcare from NASW/CSWE policy conference held in Washington, DC.

HEALS Program Q&A: What is HEALS and how do I apply?
Thursday, December 3; 12:50pm – 1:30 pm, Room 2015
Learn more about the HEALS program, BSW/MSW eligibility, and important application deadlines for the 2016-2017 year.

Learn more at http://go.illinois.edu/SocialWork_HEALS
Or email us at SocialWorkHEALS@illinois.edu or Janet Liechty, PhD at jliechty@illinois.edu

What is HEALS? Social Work HEALS-IL is a healthcare social work scholarship and leadership program at the University of Illinois (2015-2020) for BSW or MSW students during field placement, and their field placement mentors. Our School was among 10 Schools of Social Work that were awarded a five-year grant from the Council on Social Work Education (CSWE) and the National Association of Social Workers (NASW) Foundation to implement this program (PI, Dr. Janet Liechty). Together, the 10 Schools of Social Work form the HEALS Consortium. The national Social Work HEALS program aims to foster development of healthcare social work leaders who can lead efforts to improve quality and equitable access to healthcare in the U.S.